Baaaahrains!
A BrainSTEM discussion guide for dissecting a
sheep’s brain

Above is a picture of the whole sheep brain, including the
dura mater
(literally 
tough mother)
. It is from here that we
start the dissection. The brain has several layers of
protection (seen right), and this is the first after the skull.
Talking Points
 What protects the brain physically?
 Skull, Dura Mater, Pia Mater
 What protects the skull chemically?
 Blood brain barrier (not visible during
dissection)
 What happens during a concussion?
 The brain is not properly cushioned by the
physical systems listed above, and the
brain strikes the skull with enough force to
be damaged

Removing the dura mater, we see the following


Olfactory Bulb
: This is where smell is processed. It
is roughly the same size in humans as it is in
sheep, even though human brains are far larger.
This is due to our decreased reliance on smell. In
rats, who rely on smell heavily, the olfactory bulb is
far larger comparatively (see right)



Optic Chiasm:
This is the region where the
information coming from your eyes is distribute to
the rest of your brain. Notice how the different sides
of your vision are separated out into the opposite
side of your brain.

Above is a view from the underside with more focus on the details. The main point of interest is
are the oculomotor nerves. There are 12 cranial nerves, and they are what control all facial
sensorimotor activity. The oculomotor nerves control things like saccades and smooth pursuit
using the muscles seen on the right.


Saccade
: When your eye moves
like ‘ballistically’, i.e. from one point
to the next without stopping in
between.



Smooth Pursuit
: When your eyes
track a target and move
continuously. Note that it is very
difficult to make your eyes to move
smoothly without having a target to
follow.

T
he gap between the cerebrum and the cerebellum at the
transverse fissure can reveal some internal parts of the
brain. In the image to the right, a student is bending the
cerebellum down to show the 
superior and inferior
colliculi
. Just behind the colliculi, the pineal gland is just
barely visible.
Inferior Colliculus
 This is, among other things, the
routing center for auditory information in the brain. It is also
responsible for the startle reflex and some of our brain’s
ability to echolocate. Overall, it helps integrate auditory
information with other senses.
Superior colliculus
 This region helps control saccadic
eye movement (note how many parts of the brain deal with
eyes). It also helps integrate visual information with other
senses.
Pineal gland
 an organ that creates melatonin and helps
regulate circadian rhythm and sleep cycles. It was once
thought to be the seat of the soul by Descartes, because it
was the only part of the brain that was singular.

Before making deep cuts, make a note of all of the different lobes of the brain. This can be
difficult to see, and the ‘wrinkles’ (the gyri and sulci) of each sheep brain are different. However,
the brain can be separated into 4 major lobes, as well as the brainstem and cerebellum:
 Frontal Lobe
: This is not very big in sheep, but
much larger in humans. The frontal lobe is the region
that facilitates abstract thought and self control.
People who have lesions in this region (e.g.,
Phineas Gauge) have impaired cognitive functions.
The region next to the parietal lobe is the motor strip,
and controls the movement of the body. Note that
the left side of the brain controls the right side of the
body, and vice versa.
 Parietal Lobe
: This region integrates sensory
information (e.g., lip reading while listening, vision
and proprioception, the McGurk effect). It also
includes the somatosensory strip next to the frontal
lobe. Lesions in this area can result in heminegelect
(can’t see the left/right side of things).
 Temporal lobe
: Deals with auditory processing, language, visual memories, and
emotional association. Contains Wernicke’s area in humans, damage to which causes
fluent aphasia.
 Cerebellum
: controls equilibrium, fine movement, posture, and motor learning. It is the
least plastic (learns the slowest). The cerebellum does some level of reflex level learning
(e.g. learning to ride a bicycle)

Using a scalpel and the 
longitudinal fissure
as a guide, the brain is separated into the left and
the right hemispheres. This cut was not made very cleanly, but it was made in the right spot.
Sharp scalpels work best for this procedure. Below, we can see the inside of the brain, and if
the right cut was made, we can open up the lateral ventricle without making any cuts. These are
regions that are filled with cerebrospinal fluid, which help transmit chemical signals, as well as
protect the brain against trauma by acting as cushioning.

A side view of the brain. We have several points of interest:


Corpus callosum
: This is what connects the two
hemispheres of the brain. It was the difficult part to cut
through when we were making the incision. Cutting
this was once a procedure to solve a variety of mental
illness, including epilepsy. It worked somewhat, but
would have very strange side effects (e.g., alien hand
syndrome)



Arbor vitae of the cerebellum
: Literally t
he tree of
life
. Not how different the inside of the cerebellum is
from the rest of the brain. The cerebellum is the oldest
part of the brain  it was the very first part to evolve,
and is structured very differently.



White and grey matter
. Note that
the brain has both white and grey
streaks. The grey matter has a
high number of neuron cell bodies,
or 
soma
, while the white matter
has a large number of axons (see
right). This means that the white
parts are sending information
between areas, while the grey
parts are processing information.

